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Education

Languages 

Computer skills 

Hobbies

Work experience

TRANSVERSALITY IN ARCHITECTURE 

OVERVIEW OF MY TRAINING E AS AN ARCHITECT 

DISCIPLINE

EXPERIENCES

Project

Internship Trips

ConstructionUrban design

Collaborations

2006-2007        Marketing, CISA
 1999-2006         College Saint Louis de Bourdon 
                           Primary -Baccalaureate

4 years
   volley ball  team in college
6 years
   school dance (folklore-ballroom dance)
3 years
    writer in school magazine 

04.2019- 07.2020  
     Internship in Ajuntament de Barcelona ,
     districte de l’Eixample 
    departament de manteniment i d’obras
06.2019-10. 2019
     Ingal, Ingenerie and Consulting
07.2017-06.2018:07.2017-06.2018:
     Internship in  Ajuntament de Barcelona,
     districte de ciutat vella  
     departament de patrimoni i inventari
02.2016 -06.2016 : 
     UNOPS,ONG
     Social worker, collaborator in the evaluation  
     of the safety  of buildings     of the safety  of buildings

10.2013- Present 
    Organizing member , volunteer, Construint a la Sala
10.2019 
    Volunteer as guidebok in  48H OPEN HOUSE
10.2015
     volunteer, 48H OPEN HOUSE 
10.2013 10.2013 
     Volunteer 48H OPEN HOUSE

2010- Present   Bachelor’s degree in Architecture at ETSAB
                         Universitat Politechnica de Catalunya,
                         Barcelona ,Spain
2019-act           Monitor of yoga, Deutso Salud ,Barcelona 

French            native
Creole            native 
English           Fluent ( written and spoken)
Spanish          bilingual competition
Catalan           limited proficiency
Japanse          Beginner

During my university career, I was able to understand that architecture is not only about the design. An architectural project to 
be carried out successfully, must include diferents parts such as urban planning( in touch whit his environment), construction
 (choiceof materials, sustainibility), etc.
Over the years, I have managed to integrate the different disciplines learner in parallel to my project.
I also really enjoy to study the urban space in which I’m going to develop a project, because it has always been important for 
me to respect the surroungind space, in order to take adequate decisions after regarding the diferents aspect leading to the 
rrealization of a project. We can observe it through my different academic works.
During my internship, I also understood the importance of knowing how to work wel as a team, in order to energize the work, 
there must be a clear and involved relationship between the different sectors concerned.
Architecture is one of fthe disciplines with a thousand features and allowing you to get in touch with everything.. 
While being a rigourous  discipline, it can ges perfectly with art or peotry.

Autocad - Sketchup-Rhinoceros
3dsmax- Artlantis
Photoshop - Illustrator
Microsoft ofice
Microstation 
Arc Gis (basic knowledge )
                            



CENTRAL LIBARY of Barcelona_factory rehabilitation 

DISCIPLINE _PROJECT



DISCIPLINE _PROJECT



DISCIPLINE _URBAN DESIGN 



REFORM of the Masia Can Rabella_Sant Cugat del Vallès

DISCIPLINE _CONSTRUCTION


